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Abstract. The paper represents a study of the labour market functionality through the
employment degree and how much of the employment improvement is reflected in the wage
revenues.
The study is based on the analysis and forecast of the earnings structure by branches and
regions and also by property forms, being structured in 4 chapters.
Within the study the earning is analyzed starting from two reasons: first, the wage synthetically
reflects the structural evolution of the labour market and, second, the wage conditions and
influences the employment possibilities.
An important part of the study is represented by the analysis of the correlation between
employment and earnings, marking out some features. First, 2002-2006 represented the period
with structural changes in employment, the wages evolution being independent of the economic
context or of the labour market imbalances. Second, in regional and county profile the correlation
between the employment structure and the evolution of the earnings is more lax than the national
economy level. If for the regions the main explanation could be the structural homogeneity of the
regional economies, at county level the determinant element is the economic gap. In the first years
of the actual development cycle, even if the intercounty economic gaps have maintained or
deepened, the improvement of the employment has adequately been reflected in the increase in the
average wage revenues.
The paper also presents some perspectives on the earnings structure, marking out the fact that
until 2010 the gaps between regions – from the net average earnings point of view – will not
significantly improve, but there will be created the conditions for a future decrease. This fact can
be explained, on one hand, by the absorption of the community funds which will be more
consistent after 2009 (it is about the project implementation, not the contract), and, on the other
hand, because – in a first stage – the more developed areas will access easier the European funds,
having resources and also project and implementation organization competences, and for the fund
allocation national projects (transport, education infrastructure, etc.) will be important.
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